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by Larry Hanawalt
Woosterites are striving to achieve a
goal for the campus community diversity, an escape from
white Anglo- the overwhelming predominance of middle-clas- s
Saxon Protestants in the composition of the student body.
long-discusse-

Campus leaders and members of
the Administration cite money as
the principle drawback in any at-to- diversify the Wooster
femnt
r- '
community.
The most immediate project for
enlarging the endowment of the
Abraham Lincoln Memorial Scho
larship Fund will attempt to involve the entire student body in
a snrin? vacation solicitation of
home churches and other institu
tions.
Wooster students conceived and
established the Abraham Lincoln
Fund in the fall of 1963; the income from this endowment fund
is to help provide scholarship aid
for Negro American students who
are capable of doing college work
but unable to finance their own
education. Initially founded by
the student chapter of the NAACP,
the fund has enjoyed the joint
sponsorship of the SGA, the CCA
and the NAACP. The NAACP has
sponsored student work days and
bake sales, while the SGA, the
CCA and Westminster Church
have appropriated funds for the
scholarship.
The present endowment of the
Abraham Lincoln Fund stands at
approximately $6,000, which provides only a minimal annual
scholarship of $300. Jim O'Brien
is heading up a campaign to enlarge the fund and insure its continued growth. O'Brien and his
committee hope to organize students in an effort to solicit funds
for the scholarship during Spring
vacation.
O'Brien's committee has prepared an explanatory letter with
which the student may approach
the minister of his home church.
This letter presents a summary of
efforts on the Wooster campus-p- ast,
present and planned in the
area of Negro education; the letter also offers a rationale for the
involvement of student, community and church in the effort to
level the financial barriers to education for Negro Americans and

Campus Anticipates
New Coffee House

d

members of other minority groups.
According to O'Brien and others, campus, community and
church must cooperate to attain
this goal adequate educational
opportunity for capable Negroes
which will benefit the campus, as
well as the Negro and the community. Education is basic to the
Negro's ability to compete in the
ranks of responsible leadership in
our society ;
In addition, according to students involved in this area, the
presence of a sizeable number of
Negroes on this campus would
broaden the scope of communication and understanding by injecting a necessary element of diversity into the bloodstream of the
student body.
The Abraham Lincoln Fund
hopes eventually to offer financial
aid to members of all minority
groups who require scholarship
help to obtain a college education.
Students involved with the Fund
see the virtual absence of the
Negro American on this campus
as the most pressing instance of
racial imbalance at present.
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Jim McHenry's final chapel speech Tuesday marked
the end of the Outward Bound SGA administration. Candidates for the new cabinet have presented their platforms to
the campus and await results of the Monday election.
President
Tim
Wade Brynelson, retiring Vice
President of MAB, has initiated
and served on the Car Permit,
Food Service, Book Store and
Transportation Bulletin Board
Committees. As an SGA legislator

and officer, he introduced the NSA
and Fisk University Exchange
Programs and represented Woos
ter at NSA and Ohio College Con
ferences. He initiated and edited
the Facts for Frosh handbook.
Bill Layman completes a year as
President of the IRC. He intro
duced the Current Events Seminar,
coordinated the Seminar Program
of Crescent in Crisis, and is active
in Serve Our City a campus and
y
committee.
George Siedel was
of Douglass and president of the
Council. He
rreshman Inter-doris presently a Junior Resident and
was selected to participate in the
Crossroads Africa Program this
summer.
VP of CAB
Rosie Capps, secretary of the
WPC, was
of the
Color Day Committee last year and
a member of the Homecoming
Committee. She has served as secretary of Holden Hall, chairman
of the WAB Honors Banquet Committee, member of ICC, and SGA

A PATH,

A PATH, EVERYWHERE A PATH The SGA and
College Administration recently expressed concern over the
paths which students are creating by using short-cut- s.
Two
glaring examples are pictured above: (top) Looking from the
northeast corner of Kauke and (bottom) in front of Hoover

Cottage.

SGA CANDIDATES
Here is the complete

co-chairm-

Wade Brynelson (Jr.)

Almost a full year after he was elected Student Government President by a landslide vote, Senior Jim McHenry
looked back over that year of his administration and reflected
that there could be "an honest recognition of progress

0.

tual stimulation, he criticized what
Frank Belz once termed the
"speaker syndrome" where Wooster students become so saturated
with class, chapel and guest lecturers that apathy results. His solution was to decrease the number
of lecturers and increase the quality. McHenry suggested reducing
chapel from four times per week

nt

an

co-chairm-

n

WAB.

m

PRESIDENT

the goal of the student ad hoc the two big weekends of the year
Homecoming and Winter Carni
committee which plans to open
val.
McHenry felt that the new
coffee house shortly
a student-ruStudent
Union would play a key
after spring vacation. According
to chairman Paul Landerl, plans part in improving the social life of
began to be realized recendy the future and urged that students
when the Session of Westminster be given an active voice in deterChurch agreed "to allow a group mining policy.
Recommendations for the future
to use the unfinished basement of
House."
included
Church
securing Big Name Enthe new
The committee intends to have tertainment in the spring to inthe coffee house open evenings for sure high quality, a merger of the
relaxation, refreshment, and en- motion picture series with that of
tertainment. Art work and photo- Thistle and the Faculty Club, and
graphy have already been offered. the proposed coffee house curThe basement has a convenient rently under consideration.
He warned, however, against
outside entrance, separate from
conwell
of the SGA merely as
thinking
as
the main entrance, as
siderable areas for cloakroom, kit- the "campus Sugar Daddy," de
chen and bathroom facilities. In signed to entertain the student
addition there is seating room for body. McHenry felt this stereotype
approximately 75 people. Esti- would seriously hamper the gov
mated expenses for renovation and ernment body in its dealings with
So the Administration.
legal fees are from $800-3100In the second area of intellec
far three campus organizations

program this year.
Bob Hagerty was a freshman
representative to MAB and Business Manager of Homecoming last
year. He is now managing business
for the 1966 Color Day.
Secretary
Sara Bradley, vice president of
the junior class, was Social Chairman of Holden and a member of

Sharon Smith is a member of
the WPC, librarian of the Wooster Chorus, and secretary of the
Junior class. She has served on
the Color Day Committee and
the social committee of her sophomore class.
Elections Monday will include
voting for the 1966 Color Day
Queen. The girls nominated by
junior and senior men are Rosie
Capps, Ruth Kulp, Carolyn Dobay,
Bette Ipsen, Dannie Peacoe and
Linda Scott. Polls are open in
the women's dorms from 7:00 to
11:00 in the evening; men may
vote at Kenarden during the lunch
hour or from 7:00 to 11:00 at
night.
Tuesday the SGA will conduct
any
necessary run-off- s
and the
legislator.
CCA
will hold its annual election.
Bob Hahn,
of 1966
Color Day, was a member of the Candidates for CCA posts are Pete
Freshman Onentation Committee Herndon (Pres.), and Clark Patand chairman of Computer Date terson, Gary Tyack, and Tom
Hammer (Vice-pres.Night.
vice-preside-

by Don Kennedy

coupled with a realization that
much remains to be done."
In his State of the Campus
chapel talk entitled "A Long Way
from St. Louis," McHenry divided
the role of the SGA into three
main areas the social life of the
campus, the stimulation of intellectual inquiry, and its role in
dealing with the College Administration. He revealed the SGA budget had jumped from about
$12,000 to $24,000 in the last two
years due to the increase in the
student activity fee.
In connection with the SGA's
social activities, the student body

Griswold, a member of the
Wooster Student Aid Fund, Congressional Club and The Corporation, directed the Cleveland Bus

anti-povert-

list
of students running for office
in Monday's election.

president mentioned the bolstering

7
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McHenry Galls SGA Role
Social, Intellectual, Vocal

"A place where diversity of the Big Name Entertainment
of opinion and entertainment program, the increase in informals,
will find expression in a suit- computer date night, the SGA
able atmosphere," describes movies, Cleveland bus trips and

have promised contributions and
plans for a fund drive are under
way.
A name contest for the coffee
house will be held next week. All
suggestions should be deposited in
the container at the main desk of
the Andrews library. The prize is
to be announced during the corn- ing week.

by Sue Anderson

to two, and using the funds to

Bill

).

VP of MAB
SGA legislator. Mark Johnson is

CAMPUS AFFAIRS VP
Rosemary Capps (Jr.)
Bob Hahn (Soph.)

se-

cure
controversial speakers who would challenge the student intellect.
In response to the Wooster
d
wall" image, the senior
history major proposed inviting
what he called "a Resident Critic"
here once every two years to help
keep the campus in proper perspective. He felt William Sloane
Coffin served the purpose this year,
but that a continuation of such
controversy is necessary for the
College's growth.
The SGA program which brings
XT
iNesro students trom inner city
schools to visit Wooster, and the
Current Issues Committee's plans
for a conference on Latin America
in the fall of 1967 were also mentioned in connection with the
SGA's role in the campus intellectual light. Finally, McHenry referred to the issue which raised
quite a controversy last spring
an SGA sponsored debate on some
aspect of the nation's future.
The third area of SGA concern
and the most difficult to define
is the communication of student
opinion to the Administration. He
chided the student body for its
tendency to jump to conclusions
concerning rumors on the campus.
He also discouraged criticism
that was directed at personalities,
not at policies or decisions. However, McHenry placed a good deal
of the blame on the "veiled procedures used to administer the penalties. Right now, it is a complete
mystery to most students as to
what happens judicially when a
person on this campus violates a
college standard." To clarify these
misunderstandings, McHenry suggested there should be a "clearly
outlined framework of judicial
procedure."
In conclusion, the SGA president recalled the lyrics of an old
Ella Fitzgerald tune
"You've
come a long way from St. Louis,
but Baby, you still got a long way
to go."

Layman (Soph.)

George Siedel (Jr.)

top-notc- h

TREASURER

Brown (Jr.)
Griswold (Jr.)
Bob Hagerty (Soph.)

Bill
Tim

"Ivy-covere-

SECRETARY

Sharon Smith (Jr.)
Sara Bradley (Jr.)
MEN'S AFFAIRS VP
Mark Johnson (Fr.)
Dave Kenty (Jr.)
WOMEN'S AFFAIRS VP

Marty Eagleton (Jr.) is unopposed for this office.
Polls will be open from 7 p.m.

to

an

p.m., and during lunch
Run-ofin Kenarden.
are
Tuesday.
1 1

fs

the freshman representative to the
Educational Policy Committee and
student Public Relations representative to the Wooster Daily Record.
Dave Kenty is now a member of
the High Court, and has served
on the Men's Primary Court. He
was Business Manager of the Parents Day Committee, and is currently business manager of the
Index.
VP of WAB
Marty Eagleton, former secretary of the WAB, is JR representative to WAB this year. She has
been a member of the Wagner
Dorm Council and SGA legislator.

Treasurer
Brown organized the Pep
Band and is its president and treasurer. He is also president of the
BUI

Club.

Pre-Me- d

Campus.

Itavs tote

Plans have been completed for this semester's SGA Sex Seminars, under the direction of Mr. Beverly Asbury and Dr. Viola Startz-ma-

MemorialDonations
The drive to buy books for the

college library in memory of Nor-

man Morrison needs student aid.
About 100 titles in
n
Mid-Easter-

studies,

theoloffv

anil

Pa

have already been proposed for
the memorial collection. But as
yet there is monev enough tn hnv
only a few of these books. Some
of the tides to be bought are:
Khadduri, War and Peace in
the Law of Islam
Peretz, The Middle East Today
Bainton, The Churches
and
War: Historic Attitudes
Christian Participation
Cutterheld, Christianity, Diplomacy and War
Hamilton, The New Essence of
Christianity
Right now. the Anrlmwa Ti.
brarv hasuiw iAAiiOt
those titles on
affairs are urgendy needed for the
Cultural Area Studies
Those in theology, all recent
will help keep our holdings in Religion up to date.
AH the books that
are bought
will contain a special bookplate,
maicaung mat they were donated
rf

Mid-Easter- n

n.

The five evening sessions will be held April 5, 6, 12, 13, and 14
in the Church House Lounge from 9:15 to 10:45. Dean Reed has
given permission to freshman women participating in the seminars
to stay out the extra 15 minutes.
Registration will again be limited to 80 due to the size of the
Lounge Dates for registering will be set in the near future.
T

The College Chamber Orchestra, directed by Dr. Alan Collins,
present its final concert of the 1965-6season Sunday evening
at 8:15 in Memorial Chapel.
will

StudentsEncourage

6

The following students have received Woodrow Wilson
National Fellowship Foundation grants for graduate study: James
W. Evans, George B. Lyons, and Kent A. Reed. In addition, 11
seniors received honorable mention from the Foundation. They
are as follows: Judith Black, James W. Brown, Candace Dum-laBryan Dunlap, Thomas Dyke, Walter Hopkins, Karen Kalay-jia- n,
Robert Labaree, Patricia Showalter, Edward Sohl and

pub-lication-

SGA MOVIES
Two SGA movies, "The

s,

Si-

lent World" and "The Ox-Bo- w
Incident," will be shown
tomorrow afternoon at 1:15

and 3:30 and tomorrow evening at 7:15 and 9:30 respectively. Admission is free.

in memory of Norman Morrison.

class of 1956. So far, this is the
o,
only commemorative fund on cam
pus to which those wishing to
honor Mr. Morrison's sacrifice
Carolyn Tausch.
can contribute.
To give money, and to obtain
An
Centennial photograph will be taken during more information about the hook
Chapel hour April 19 in the parking lot behind Taylor Hall. Sections, drive, contact Bryan DunlaD (263- social clubs and other organized groups are encouraeed to be out in 2265), Joe Leonard
(399), Dr.
full force, wearing their special jackets, dresses, or similar identifying Harold Smith (471). or 'Ann
clothing if they choose.
Welsh (426).
all-colle-

ge

WOOSTER

Page Two

An article in tonight's VOICE reports a current student
effort to increase the endowment of the Abraham Lincoln
Scholarship Fund by organizing and encouraging the entire
student body to solicit funds from home churches during
spring vacation. The Lincoln Fund was created three years
ago in hopes of eventually helping to support a sizeable number of Negro Americans who qualify for a college education
but lack the financial backing; the fund, at present, can
offer only one scholarship, of a minimal amount.
The College of Wooster has only 12 Negro American
students in attendance at present Ten have applied for
admission to the Class of 1970; of these ten, nine require
full scholarship aid in order to attend. Money is the almost
insurmountable barrier to Negro educational opportunity;
Wooster, which claims a special commitment,
must acknowledge its responsibility to educate capable Negroes for positions of leadership in the future.
It is by now a cliche to assert that the lack of diversity
on the Wooster campus severely limits the truly educational
opportunity for broader communication and understanding
between people of differing social, economic, racial, national
and religious backgrounds. The cost of attending Wooster
for four years appears to be rising without bounds; consequently, the range of social and economic backgrounds represented on this campus will continue to narrow unless more
and more scholarship funds are made available.
The Abraham Lincoln Scholarship Fund is a single and,
at present, inadequate effort to provide scholarship funds
for Negro education; the Fund is asking the entire student
body to help attack the financial barriers to the educational
advancement of the Negro American. Each concerned student will be asked to attend only two brief meetings, the
first of which will be next week, and to approach his minister
during spring vacation.
A minimal amount of time and effort on the part of
each student can produce lasting and
returns
for the Negro American and for this campus. This endeavor
deserves the full support and participation of the student
body.
high-price- d

far-reachin-

g

Vol. II, No. 2

by

H. Harvey Tilden

"I do not hop for anything.
I do not foar anything.
I am free."
Quote-of-ultim-

iignificance-for-tht-wek-tl-

att

stone of Nikot Kazantzakis,

Missing Ub Books
To the Editor:
Granted that it may not be
the wisest thing to do, to leave
one's personal books with one's
I.S. materials on the open, empty
shelves of the Lib. Such practice
has, however, become the custom
of the country; moreover, it does
imply scholarly intent and should
not be discouraged.
For these reasons, if no other,
will the person or persons who
stole the following books during
the past several weeks please return them (The following list is
not complete because I wanted to
make the VOICE'S deadline.
Omitted, for example, are three
books borrowed by a student from
the Art Department.)
1. Altick and Wright, Selected
Bibliography of English Literature
2. Bloomfield and Newmark, A
Linguistic Introduction to the History of the English Language
3. Wayne C. Booth, The Rhetoric of Fiction
4. Byron: Selected Poems
(Rinehart Edition)
6. Selected Poems and Letters
of Shelley (Rinehart Edition)
7. David Thompson, England in
the 19th Century
8. Thrall, Hibbard and Holman,
A Handbook to Literature
These are the books that have
been reported to me by title up to
March 7. Almost every, one of the
books had the name of its owner
in it. I suggest that Campus mail
would be a convenient method of
return. Incidentally, the resale
value of paperbacks is nil, so
you're stuck with either pretty
decorations for your room or
books that you might be tempted
to read.
All of the books are available
in the Bookstore or may be signed
out from the Lib. Of course this
may be merely another aspect of
the problem that leads Mrs. Hoi-de- n
to assert that the Bookstore
"loses" $3000 to $5000 in books
every year. But then those aisles
are narrow and the cost of living
has been going up.
There are, of course, no books
stolen from the Lib itself since
,

.

Tales From The T & J

special from th

ob

Hertklion,

tomb-

Crete.

So I was back in my usual spot, sitting quietly, con-
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Imim Condemn

Significant Pursuit

A

VOICE

ESff

eels Off BtesDroctive XASfe

so many of them turn up later
the pool. When the Sailing Club of potential students that have
sometimes semesters later. How- retrieved the Toy Yacht it was until this time been ignored.
ever, the practice of signing books covered with scratches and on the
Bobbie Lynn Baker
out at center desk is an
bottom the paint was scraped off
practice that I cannot showing the bare fiberglass.
old-fashion-

ed

help but encourage.
I hope that such an appeal as
this will move the mailing impulses of honorable men everywhere, even those who debate so
earnesdy the nature and necessity
of honor.
Thomas D. Clareson

One Design yachting magazine
says "A yacht is a hole in the
water, lined with wood, into which
you pour . . . money." The Sailing Club has not only put money
into its boats, but hours and hours
of students 'time. Nobody minds
the work when the finished product is a joy to behold and will
give Wooster one of THE finest
College Calendar
fleets in Ohio, but I must say it
To the Editor:
is a little maddening when some
What further cause is there to fool in an hour destroys the
doubt that Wooster is truly a beauty of something you have
Christian college? Why, even the worked on for months.
school calendar is
I hope those who read this will
with the great festivals of the get mad too and if they
are aware
church speech competence exams of the
who
did it let
wise
on Good Friday, Senior I.S. due them know that they don't think
the day after Easter. How admir- it
is very funny.
ably our wayward student minds
Bob Muir
are turned to pious thoughts thereby! It is refreshing to see such true
Christian concern, when one has
"Doing
A Big Favor"
begun to think the College is only
using the Christian label for con- To the Editor:
co-ordinat-

ed

...

venience.

Robert Tiews
Ha! Ha!
To the Editor:
We all appreciate wit, and a
good hose brings a chuckle from
all over the campus, BUT a good
hose is one that doesn't hurt
people or seriously damage property. Case in point concerns the
Toy Yacht the tech dingy that
the Sailing Club put on display
in front of Hoover. Each night
the boat was locked under Hoover's porch because the Sailing
Club is aware of the clever little
minds that roam about our campus.

Frustration breeds contempt
in this case contempt for property

I applaud anv effort to increase
the diversity of the student body
of Wooster. I am especially interested in changing the racial imbalance that exists on the campus
at the present time. But the suggestion in a recent VOICE article
that Negroes attending Wooster
would be encouraged to pursue
particular studies in order to improve the situation of Negroes
seems completely unfounded. I
have never heard this proposed by
anyone in an advisory position
and let's hope that Wooster con
siders a few more pertinent factors than race when helping a
student choose his major. Neither
do I think it wise to suggest, as
the article seemed to, that by encouraging Negro applicants Woos
ter can adopt the attitude that it
is doing someone a big favor. No
college is going to accept students
who are not sincerely interested in
a college education. I he present

rights and another man's work
and pride. Thursday night the
boat was stolen from the Sailing
Club unit and dumped into the
swimming pool.
At first this administrative-faculty-studeefsounds like a cute, innocent hose. fort is merely to launch a more
But you must consider the path to vigorous recruitment of a group
nt

Africa Coups Jeopardize Democratic Gov't

templating nothing more significant than the texture of the
table top. The door opened and the cold wind came in. The
door stayed open. The cold air continued to come in. Why
by Lance Rebello
some people think it s dramatic to
It is distressing to see that trends in Africa are following a course similar to that of
stand in the doorway for awhile that's true too." There went that
thumb again. What could I say?
is beyond me.
Latin America a trend where military coups are much in vogue. The seven coups in the
"Say,"
drew
he
word
the
out
Some"Close the damn door!"
last nine months represent a trend detrimental to civilian rule in Africa. None of the
body bigger than both of us like I should really expect someyelled from the other side of the thing. "Your last article, you previous military coups have given way to civilian rule.
weren't taking a cut at somebody,
The trend is indicative of a
room. The
I just looked at him, sickness that prevails among the has had a significant role in the ally if there is an ascendency of
were
you
damn door
trying to decide whether to laugh military elements m African coun- government (even prior to the tribalism under the new regime.
closed. I heard
For the rest of Africa, a lesson
or cry. "I bet you're gonna hear tries. Since independence, the ouster of Ahmed Ben Bella).
two feet shufThe
future
of
democratic
govcan be learned, that their military
about it, if anybody figures out military have not been assigned
fling toward
.

r

me. People just

don't pick up
their feet anymore.

It's

de-

pressing. He sat

down

and

grunted.

I

Tilden
grunted back to
let him know he had established
communication.' "What are you
doing?" Ask a stupid question.
"I'm tending my knitting." There
was a pause, "Oh." There was
another pause. Then he remembered. "Oh." He sounded almost
triumphant. "That's getting a little
overdone,

isn't it?"

"The threads are running out,
yes." No reaction. My friend did
not have a metaphorical mind. I
tried again.
"I say, it's still a good yard."
He grunted. Figuring that was
all the reply I deserved I returned
my attention to the table top.
He sat for awhile with his brow
knitted up (hmm?) so I'd know
he was thinking, chewing the end
of his thumb. That thumb really
gets to me. He cleared his throat.
"I mean, who really knits anyway,
just a bunch of freshman girls in
chapel." Boy is this guy out of
touch. "You're forgetting senior
women that, are engaged.
Yeah,

what you were saying, especially
that other guv who Writes ar
ticles." Man, my friend thinks the
power of the press is measured in
hydraulic foot pounds.
"Tell me," I turned on him
suddenly, "what do you think
freedom really is?" "Huh?" He
gulped. "Say, what is this, a Platonic dialogue?" He grinned. My
friend is very well educated, the
kind that thinks Platonic is when
you don't hold hands or anything.
"No, really, what do you think?"
"Well, I dunno, it's likewell,
well it's a free country, isn't it?"
I hate to categorize people, but
that was too much. "Why do you
say that?" "Well, cause, well,
everybody knows that." Right.
This is the kinda guy that makes
TV commercials possible. Ask
some people what right-win- g
is
and they tell you it's the east end
of Kauke. I guess I must have
looked disgusted, 'cause he looked
anxious to say something else.
"Say, about that buttermilk . . . " "Excuse me," I got
up. "I have to go sew." "Sew
what?" "Skip it." I stopped at
the door and looked back. My
friend was staring at the top of
the table rather cunously . .
chewing the end of his thumb.

any significant or effective political role in the affairs of their
countries. They merely have had
their traditional role of security
against external aggression. One
must understand that these military forces have been inherited
from the colonial powers who
created native military forces (to
supplement their own) to be used
abroad during W.W. II (e.g.
Asia) and also to be used locally.
Thus these black forces have had
to kill (on orders from white officers) their own people (e.g. Kendays).
ya during the Mau-MaAnd they did obey their orders
diligently. This use of native
troops against the native population was not confined only to Kenya. It was widespread. Since independence, we have had armies
that have been lying inactive, performing drills and other routine
activities. Amidst this inactivity
they have been eating well while
some segments of the population
have had to starve or endure hardu

ships.

Civilian Rule Stressed
restlessness from inan inferiority complex

I suppose

activity,
(gotten from not being assigned
a significant political role), and
tendency have proa pseudo-elitis- t
pelled these military elements to
assert themselves through the
Published weekly by the students of The College of Wooster during the political avenues of coups d'etats
school year. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those of the and military rule. It is interesting
students and should not be construed as representing administration policy.
to note that with the exception of
This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the editor. Address all corres- Algeria, none of the 34 independpondence to the VOICE, College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
ent black African countries originMember of the Ohio College Newspaper Association. Entered as second ally obtained independence with
class matter in the Post Office, Wooster, Ohio.
the aid of their military forces.
STEPHEN AVAKIAN,
In Algeria, the military element
Editor-in-Chi-

ef

ernment has been jeopardized by
the recent military takeovers.
Democratic government is most
likely to be achieved through
civilian rule, even though authoritarian rulers like Nkrumah might
be in power now,
Return of Nkrumah
Nkrumah's ouster is a loss to
Ghana. A feeling of "Ghanaian"
did not exist prior to independence. How could it, when the white
man ruled and when the Queen
was to be the unifying figure?
Through the use of his charismatic
appeal Nkrumah tried to forge a
national identity amongst his people, who are composed of different
tribes. Kwame Nkrumah did make
some drastic mistakes,
one of
which was to accept the offer of
the Presidency for life and the
other was the restriction of opposition members.
Those who see this new regime
as being more liberal than Nkrumah's might pause to consider
that while they have released
N k r u mah's political prisoners,
they have filled those same prisons
with Nkrumah's supporters. The
military regime has also declared
the People's Convention Party illegal. It is not surprising that
those tribal chiefs who lost their
powers under Nkrumah have now
come out actively in support of
the new regime.
If the economic situation improves under the new regime it is
because the West will bail them
out something they (especially
the U.S.) refused to do when
Nkrumah was in power.
The successful return of Nkrumah will not surprise me, especi

"Boys Will Be Boys?"
To the Editor:
"Boys will be boys," seems to
be at Wooster, "Boys will be vandals." Last weekend, in addition
to causing a disturbance with car
horns and dorm alarms, an unknown group of college "men"
managed to disable the car used
by the night watchman.
I suppose those involved in this
escapade thought it would be a
"cool hose", but as usual with
such pranksters, they overlooked
the possible consequences. Blowing
horns and breaking into the library may be great fun (if the recipients of this fun will make ud
damages by recharging batteries,
etc.) but crippling the car used
for patrol and as an ambulance
for possible emergencies ceases to
be funny, largets in the past have
been the pole lamps on campus (at
$12 per globe) , the chapel (the
organ cost $60,000), the book
store, and who knows what else.
Last fall a group even stole (by
breaking a window) the college
car and did considerable damage
beiore returning it (stealing a car
is in itself a felony). I would sug
gest several possibilities.
1. College students should show
a little responsibility m their
"hoses" by a consideration for
property and human life (including the watchman).
2. The College should hire more
watchmen (possibly even students
for weekends) since one man ob
viously can t handle the entire
campus he doesn't even dare
leave his car for fear it will be
stolen or damaged.
3. Students witnessing such
vandalism, other than harmless
"hoses," should report it at once
to the powerhouse or to Dean
King and try to find out who is
responsible.
4. Persons caught damaging
property or injuring others should
be turned over to the local authorities for prosecution.
The watchmen all have great
senses of humor but I share their
disgust with incidents such as that
of last Friday.
Robert C. Johnson
For "A Clean Break"
To the Editor:

The Centennial Year has come
to Wooster. In this year, the college community is attempting to

"pursue significance". This special
year, with its profound implications, could put the College of
forces should be abolished because Wooster on the
very edge of great1) they are an economic drain,
ness.
.
2) they represent a threat to
The College was founded in
civilian rule and 3) they are a
1866 as a "Christian church-related- "
farce as an institution. Against
school. It was placed, as
whom can these tiny armies sucwere
so many church-relate- d
cessfully fight? Against their forschools of the 19th century, in a
mer colonial masters? Ha! They
small farming community. The
don't have a chance.
College was neatly tucked away, as
All African armies should have far from the real, "ugly", secular
been sent down to Southern Rho- world as possible. The purpose
desia to fight the whites there and contrived in Wooster and practicprove their worth. However, as ally all other such schools was for
long as white minority govern- it to be an academic hide-ou- t
for
the
churches'
and
colonialments
the vestiges of
young men and woism still exist in Africa, the next men.
best thing to complete dissolution
The President has implied that
of armies would be a unified com- he desires Wooster to remain a
mand under the Organization of "church-related- "
school.
Good!
African States.
(Continued on Pag? 4)
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of Wooster upperclass section members
will combine compactness with utility in an attempt to prohousing for all Wooster men.
vide
THE FUTURE HOME
on-cam-

pus
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As Ulafmen .Grab. Fifth AJ OAC FJta

I lulchison

by Dennis Goettel
Two men placed in their weight classes and five others
on the
Wooster wrestling squad scored points as the
Scots finished fifth in the Ohio Conference Championships
at Hiram College last weekend. Wooster has 25 team noints

The weeks of famine are upon us winter sports are over,
spring sports aren't yet in full swing, and we are expected to be
guuu &pons aDoui an tne papers and
that are beinff
imwwn our way. so until varsity sports are with us once again, I
thought it might be interesting to examine some other sports at Woos-te- r
which, although not on the varsity level, often arouse more intense enthusiasm and generate more bitter rivalries than any of the
varsity- sports. A sien of the real interest in ihp ww cnnrto
;c
w w vj
tj
umi mail
students spend more time participating in them than in any otherj
acuuui acuyiues, ana, aitnougn tney have had little or no coaching,
mid-semeste-

10-ma-

rs

nmnf.!nn.

The first of these snorts is somewhat

n tflA orpnrA n Tarr

is euphemistically called RUSH. This delightful little contest is highly
pupuiar among me mate students. It is played with somewhat the
same rules as "Capture the Flag," only in this case the flag is a freshman. The sport involves only a small amount of body contact, and
ulc omy equipment necessary is a good supply of chap-stik- .

Already overwhelmingly popular as an intramural sport.
i ininK nudn couia easily be developed to the varsity level. In
me intercollegiate version of the sport the opponent schools
would meet at a neutral school, the object being for each team
to talk as many students as possible in the neutral school Into
iransremng into their college. There are no rules, and the key
note of this sport is "no holds barred." The fallen whirl eA.
napped the most transfers would be declared winner. Another
sport which goes hand in hand with RUSH is BLACKBALL, in
which the winner Is the school which can immediately kick-oI
I
me
largesr numoer or tne students who had transferred ' in during
the recent RUSH season. Many college administrators are already
very experienced in this sport, and for them the main BLACKBALL season is at the end of each semester,
although they practice the sport at various times throughout the year.
ut
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1

-
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177-poun-
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SOPHOMORES

DAN

SABO

(above) and Ken Norris
(right) will lead the Scot indoor track squad's attack in

the OAC Championships
morrow

at

Ml

r

to-

Denison University.

Six Scots Go To Denison
For Indoor Track Finals

by Josh Stroup
This Saturday Wooster sends Ken Norris. Dan Sahn.
Then there is the
intramural sport NOONTIME. and a mile relay team consisting of Sabo. Norris. Huj?h
This game is restricted to male students, although female and all other
Ruffing, and either Jim Long or Pat Dewey, to the Ohio
students do play an important part in the sport. NOONTIME season
is the year around, although it is most popular during warm wea- Lonierence Indoor Track Chamninnshinc Qt nani.n
jmm
ui
long-popul-

ar

it:

x-'iiji-

ouii

ther, and the game takes place on the doorsteps of Kenarden. The
object of the sport is to sit on the doorstep and see how many passing
students (preferably female) you can cause to be actively embar- Sigs Fall To Second,
rassed without saying a word, and without moving a muscle below
the neck. Most participants can be easily spotted at all times by the
dirt on the seat of their pants, or by a groove across the seat of the Retain Top IM
pants the result of a certain variation of the game in which particiby Nate Smith
pants sit on rails at either end of the athletic field. Another highly
Second finally did it. Last Tues
popular variant or ixuumiML is known at GROSS-OUT- .
The only day they
played their best eame
change of rules is that the contestants are allowed to speak and make
of
the
and defeated Sixth AA
year
gestures
by a score of 41-3At the end
of
the
first
half
Sixth
AA was
We must not forget the
sport CHAPEL-CUHere
playing
their
usual
strong game
the object is to cut chapel exactly 18 times a semester, and at
the same time get a seat in the Shack on each of those 18 days. and were up by 4 points, 23-1This is always a tense contest, taking nerves of steel; no running
From the beginning of the sec
is anowea, ana you cannot enter the athletic field before the end ond half, however, it was a differ
of second hour. Points are added to your score if you are able ent story. Second caught fire and
to get any portion of that day's newspaper. A position at the played like a team, and from then
pinball machines counts the same as a seat. However J.t A on there was no stopping them.
the tremendous popularity of this sport, many students go far At one point they were up by 8
oevona me required number of 18, just so they can get in extra points. Sixth AA tried a comepractice.
back and got within 3 points, but
that was the closest they got. It
Closely related to this sport is another CHAPEL ATTENDANCE. was a tremendous game
on the
The object here is to give the speaker the standard
standing part ot both teams and was the
ovauon ai me ciose oi nis speech, and yet act in such a way as to best game the intramural league
have him declare you the worst audience he has ever had, and vow has had all year.
never to return, lhis sport requires perhaps the most subtlety and
Second got a great individual
muii oi an intramural games, since the participant is not allowed to effort from Paul Key,
who had a
move from his seat during the speech, or to speak above a whisper. total of 19
points. This undoubtnowever, wooster stuaents appear to have this sport mastered.
edly was the best game he has
played all year. He not onlv Dlaved
A relatively new sport which has sprung to the forefront in well
offensively, but did a great
..
i
recent aays
is Known as LIBRARIAN BAITING. The playing field job on defense. It
was not only
is inaoors, ana tne equipment usually consists of a doa, an a tremendous
effort bv Kev. hut
. i
umimirea numaer or bored students, and several college em by the whole Second team. Both
ployees, mis sport is mainly a
one, as most Rick Curtis and Ron Larson Dlaved
fans prefer not to play, but rather to watch from the arandstanA outstanding ball for Sixth, col- a balcony-lik- e
structure known as a mezzanine. Fans take this lecting 23 points between them.
game very seriously, and have been known to jeer, throw penA LEAGUE STANDINGS
nies at the gladiators below, and sing freedom songs. However,
it is my guess that this sport is just a passing fad, and will be
Sixth AA
11.1
quicKiy rorgotten when the warm-weathSecond
10-- 2
sports arrive for good.

Spot

8.

ever-popul- ar

T.

9.

10-minu-

te

......

with his 6' 412" leap.
Many of the team's approximately 30 men are freshmen, but
a number of lettermen are back
to give the squad good support.
Buddy Harris is the Scot high and
low hurdles hope. Long is a strong
220 man when his temperamental
leg muscles are in place. In the
longer runs, Rick Waidler is back
at the 880, Charlie Orr at the mile,
and Gary Brown in the two mile
spot.

The indoor season ends with
meets th K"niVfif
of Columbus Relavs in Clftvplanrl
on March 18 and the Livingston
neiays on March iy.
k

THE
SUPREMES

Wesleyan,

6-- 2.

Freshman John Ekberg got a
bye and a 7--3 win over Nick Cristi-ful- li
of Akron to gain the semifinals at 145, but was then beaten
by the champ Chuck Carver of
B-6-and by Oberlin's Larry
Piper in overtime of their con- -

d

W,

4,

GRIBBS NAMED

TO A.P. SQUAD

Fourteen teams participated in
the biggest meet ever. Although
Wooster did not do as well as some
members of the team hoped, the
young squad (only two seniors and
no juniors) left some footnotes for
the other schools to think about
in the coming seasons.

Wooster cage star Bill
Gribble has been awarded
honorable mention on the
Associated Press Little
All-Ameri- can

team, announced
last Tuesday. Gribble, a sen-

ior from Canton, Ohio, averaged 14.4 points per game
for the Scots this season, and
pulled down over 6 rebounds
per game, unusually high for
a guard. Gribble was also a

Coach Phil Shipe will accompany his two wrestlers that placed,
Cotterman and Black, to the NCAA
College Division meet in Mankato,
Minn., this weekend. Cotterman
fine defensive player, and
gained a bye last weekend in the helped
the Scots to the top
first round and then proceeded to
defensive mark in the OAC.
dispose of Stu Edwards from Ober- Don Carlos of Otterbein
lin (11-2Dan Crum from Ohio
Wesleyan (7-3and Greg Haase was named to the first team
and Akron U's Bill Turner was
ot Hiram (2-in the finals. also
given honorable menHaase was the only man to nut a
tion
on
the elite squad.
scar on Cotterman s
record
this year with a 1 tie during the
regular season. Cotts was the first solation bout, 54. Bill Hufford
man not from Baldwin-Wallac- e
or won his first match over Bob NoHiram to win a title in the finals. lan of Oberlin,
before being
I

),

),

0

13-0-- 1

1--

8--

Black Blasts Baughan
Black defeated George Raiiphnn
of Wittenberg, 9-in his first
match and then lost to the eventual
champ Harry Mucklo of Hiram in
the quarterfinals, 12-- He bounced
back in the consolation bracket to
defeat Jim Bates of Otterbein, 6-Dave Doerr of Akron. 6-Merritt Warsaw of OWU, 7-to
gam third place.

4,

eliminated by third place Bob
Kusmits of Akron, 6-at 160.
1,

Jeff Nve defeated Pat Tom of
9-in the first
round and then was pinned by
Pete Fisher of Wittenberg in 7?S0
to be ousted in his bid at 167.
Sophomore Al Leggett got a bye
in the first round at 191 anA thn
lost to Bruce Bridenbaker of Mus
kingum,
Heavyweight Roy
Voss lost in the first round tn A
At 123 Warren Welch was
third place man from Hiram,
eliminated in the first round by Frank
Grubelnik. bv
Akron's Bob Schwartz. 6-At 6-'
130 Rich Hilfer lost to the eventual
champ, Ray Salsgiver of B-in
the first round, 12-- He came back
to defeat Dan DeGood of Wittenberg in the consolations by a score
of
before bowing to Bill Moody
UNIQUE COOKERY
of Akron by way of a fall in 3:54.
Larry McCormack, who filled in
for injured Mo Rajabi at 137, lost
132 S. Budwvt St.
to the champ Dick Stepp from
WOOSTER, OHIO
iu ma ursi maicn in a iau
at 8:35 after giving the Yellow
Continuous Service from
Jacket his toughest match of the 7:30 o.m. tit 10 p.m. (except Wed.)
tourney. In the consolations he
For Reservations Phon
.

2,

Ohio Wesleyan,

0,

6.

1;

3;

1,

8--

4.

4.

0.

W,

3.

6--

0

263-478- 6

ant

y

.

.

non-particip-

"

Re-

pinned Paul Wion of Otterbein in
3:27 before losing to Dick Bird of

.

.

i-

performances at the Michigan

lays, Feb. 4 and 5, and against
Slippery Rock State (Pa.) on Feb.
12, but downed Hiram. 69U tn
ooy2, on the lyth. That day Nor-ri- s
set a school high jump record

.

.

versity. Norris and Sabo were the

only Scots to qualify in last week's
preliminaries, also at Denison. In
the 440, Sabo's :51.3 time gave
him his conference berth, while
Norris clocked a 5.9 for his spot
in the 55 yard dash.
Wooster turned in disappointing

back-to-bac-

n

nenmd cnampion Daldwin-Wallac- e
(93), Hiram (90). Denison (52).
and Ohio Weslevan (39) to im
prove upon their eighth place
hnish a year ago and gam their
best performance in recent years.
Senior captain Phil Cotterman
won his third consecutive title in
the
class with three
straight wins to account for 12 of
the points. Freshman Don Black
won four of five matches to finish
third at 152 and to score seven
team points.

w
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There are many other games that I will have to pass over here,
due to the limitations of space. Among the most familiar of these are
.n n
... .
r nimti m mx rrr
KAKinviiviUBJviJUYVIN, UUUIEBUM,
TIPPING DOWNTOWN,
LIB STROLLING and HOSE-TIMTwo other very popular sports,
PARLOR HUGGY-BEAand NIGHT GOLF, are merely variations
on the same theme, with one being the
r
version of the
other. These are the most popular of all campus sports, and many
Muaenis put in nours ot dedicated practice on them every day. I'm
sure the obiect and rules of the camp ar familiar tn, all arA c.'r,
there s no more space left for this column, I will end without further
s-vw-
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NOW THRU MONDAY
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Freedlander's
Appearing in Person

at Denison University's
Livingston
DISfJEYOVu

j

Gymnasium

8:30 p.m.,

CHARGE

CARDS

COSMETICS

ACCOUNTS

CANDY

FRIDAY, MARCH 18

Advanced Tickets - $3.00
Reserved Section - $4.00
$3.50 at the door
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No Tolls Accepted
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SGA BUSES

Dr. Lowry Praises

Final sign-u- p
lists for SGA
spring vacation buses are now
on the TUB Bulletin Board. Students who wish to use this Greyhound service should initial
their signatures by Wednesday
at 7:30. All fares will be collected next Thursday and Friin
day evenings from 7:30-9:0- 0
the VOICE office.

Small College Role
"The

liberal arts
college has been buried many
times, but it has steadily refused to die," writes Wooster
four-yea-

r

old-fashion-

loHofs

off-camp-

sion of that which has character- to develop. Many of us would
ized the now literally "Outward agree, as Marilyn Stains chapel
Bound" SGA Cabinet of the past speech of last year and Dr. Holms
year.
recent talk conveyed, that communication
among men is probably
It
Jim, as well as other campus the

(Continued from Page 2)

But, what does it mean to be a for the phrase "church-relatedgreatest problem of our age.
school in 1966? implies that we will truly seek the leaders in their
efforts all year, Perhaps the finest
tribute we as
The Board of Trustees, the Presir significance, if there be any, of
".

"church-related- "

Board Alters Rule
on-cam-p-

Friday, March 11, 1966

To Tbo (Editor

dent, and the Deans must never
forget that it should mean being
related to the church, which means
being related to Christ. Christ may
have "tend(ed) to (His) knitting"
as a "glorious affirmation" of His
Father, but in doing so, He was OF
The Administration announced this world, and INVOLVED in
Monday that the Board of Trustees this .world, not hiding from it.
has acted favorably on a proposal
In 1966 this college must reto permit students living
member that it can no longer hide
but wishing to eat
in a farming community and oper
to do so. Prior to the announce- ate on the principles of IMPLIED
ment all students residing in Col- CHRISTIANITY rather than
lege dorms had to eat with Food
CHRISTIANITY. It will
Service.
have to become OF this world,
The change becomes effective at and INVOLVED in this world.
the end of Spring vacation and That may not be comprised simply
will be operated on an experimen- of being a college attempting to
tal basis until the new Union is offer nothing more than the very
opened. Dean of Women Mrs. best in education, rather than beDonald Reed stated that women ing a "Christian church-related- "
may not use kitchens in the dor- school. Let us never forget that the
mitories because of insufficient fa- Christ to whom we are related did
cilities.
not know the meaning of the word
All students who elect to eat "Christian".
may still eat at the
The Centennial Year implies
dining halls when they wish by
that we will seek a new definition
paying for the meal at the door.
Also, those students who paid for
CO-E- D
a full semester's board but now
VOLLEYBALL
wish to eat
will be
Sign up a team this weekgiven a proportional rebate on end in the Lib for the Co-E- d
their board fee if they signed up Volleyball Tournament to bein the Dean's office this week.
gin after spring vacation.
The rule change was a major Games will be on Monday
request of the Student Services
and Wednesday evenings at
Committee in its report to the Ad7:15 and 8:00. Seniors will
ministration following last fall's not be scheduled until after
Food Service row.
April 11.

president Howard Lowry in the
March issue of the ATLANTIC.
Dr. Lowry's comment is in an
article replying to Rochester University president, W. Allen Wallis
who, in the November ATLANTIC,
predicted the departure of small
colleges from "the top quality
brackets." President Lowry argues
that both students and faculty at
the better liberal arts colleges have
often consciously chosen the smaller campuses with their limited
research facilities and graduate
programs in order to take advantage of the small colleges' "one
superb asset, the sense of community no larger institution, however
excellent and richly blessed, can
confer in the same measure."
"The small colleges have other
assets," Lowry continues. "They
can experiment freely, partly because they can admit mistakes and
get out of their ruts more quickly
and cheaply than larger institutions can. They can resist provincialism by strong programs of
visiting lecturers and scholars, by
a more than merely adequate bookstore, and by the full use of mechanical aids for libraries. They, too,
can send students abroad. They
can even make the most of some
of their
possessions
such as chapel and convocation,
which bring the whole community
together."

VOICE

us

us

being a church-relate- d
school in
the year 1966, and in the future.
In this year there should be a
clean break with the definitions of
the last 100 years. To pursue the
significance of being a college 'in
1966 should entail completely new
terms and meanings for our college. If "pursuing significance"
does not imply seeking new meaning and new terms for the College
of Wooster, then we are failing to
meet the potential dynamic underlying the Centennial Year format.

demonstrated in this speech
the unique ability to combine sharp judgment with genuine
tactfulness. He indeed gave evidence of that quality of being
"critical yet loyal" which Mr.
last Sunday challenged us all

students can pay to our retiring
Cabinet officers, then, is a word of
thanks for doing their part, in
Dean Drushal's words, "to keep the
channels open."

As-bu- ry

Ginny Keim

STARK'S
RESTAURANT
IS

Why

the

NOW OPEN

University

AP-PLIE-D

off-camp-

us

off-camp-

ed

us

In 1966 let us apply all our
creativity to the "pursuit of sig- niheance . Let us look to all areas
of the school, with a courage of
our convictions to do away with
the old and search out the new.
Let us, with refreshed meaning, eo
over the edge onto greatness.
Jeffrey Mclntyre

Lauds

Daily 10:30 a.m. -- 9 p.m.
Sundays 1 1 :30 a .m. - 9 p.m.

Hawaii
Summer Session

PRIVATE PARTIES
FAMILY MEALS

June 18 - July 30

FISH FRY FRIDAY EVE.

$455.00

5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
99c
All You Can Eat!

Including Air Fare from

Cabinet

Outward-Boun- d

OF

Catering to
BANQUETS

0

To the Editor:

West Coast and Hotel

Phone 262-78for Reservations

CALL

(Off Liberty St.)

FLAIR TRAVEL

06

Although my career at Wooster
has been far shorter, and hence
my basis for opinion much more
narrow than that of Professor Harold Smith, I'm nevertheless going
to take the liberty of agreeing with
his comment to me after Tuesday's
Chapel
namely, that Jim
speech was the best of
SGA presidents that he had heard
yet at Wooster. To me the speech
represented an excellent expres
Mc-Henry-

Not-Atten- d

Rear, 145 V, E. Liberty

WOOSTER

's

Helen Jeffrey

Owner and Operator

346

E.

Bowman St.

Wooster, Ohio
264-404- 0

Pass this quiz and

Easternwillflyyouto
Florida or 79 other places
for half fare;

"

i

f

Any 12 year-ol-d

can pass it
"1

am

2, 1 3, 1 4, 1 5 , 1 6,

I

7, 1 8, 1 9, 20, 21 years old. (Circle one.)
2. would like to spend $3 for an Identification Card entitling me
to fly at half fare when a seat is available on Eastern Airlines
Coach flights to 96 destinations. True
False
print)
3. My name urease
4. My home address u (street)
1.

1

1

1

1

IHQIWWW

;

I

The

icityi

(STATE)

(ZIP CODE)

5.lwasbornonW2NL

ENGAGE-ABLE- S

(DAY)

(YEAR)

prove the answer to Question 5, will submit a photo-cop- y
of my:
Birth certificate
Driver's license
Draft card

K6. To

go for

)thr

1

(PLEASE EXPLAIN)

r-)r-

7. am a male female. (Cross out one.)
8. am a student n (school name)
9. My residence address there isIHEIIIL.
1

1

And, for good reasons . . . like
smart styling to enhance the
center diamond . . . guaranteed
perfect (or replacement as-

(CITY)

...

(ZIP CODE)

10. Eastern Airlines should mail my ID Card to:
Home address
School address

sured)
a brilliant gem of
fine color and precise modern
cut. The name, Keepsake, in
your ring assures lifetime satisfaction. Select your very per

I

attest that all answers above are true.

JSIGNATURE)

sonal Keepsake at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find
him in the yellow pages under

mcts

mom

how
. N.

Nut

Jewelers.

iim. to into, mmi

or mtaii.
iun COMPART,
INC..

tmdi-nm-

huiiii
k

UTMUtHIt

to

in.

till

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENt"aND WEDDING
e

!

12-pa- ge

44-pa-

ge

I

Nom- -

.

Now, mail the quiz, proof of age and a $3 check or money order
(payable to Eastern Airlines) to: Eastern Airlines, Inc., Dept. 350, Ten
Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10020. Or take same to any of
our ticket offices.
If you're 12 through 21 and qualify, you'll soon get your ID
card. It entitles you to an Eastern Coach seat at half fare, on a
basis. Except on April 7 and certain days during
the Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays, you can fly to any of
Eastern's destinations within the continental U.S.;
Including Florida.
space-availab-

booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement
Please send new
full color folder, both for only 25c
and Wedding" and new
Bride's Book.
Also, send special offer of beautiful
20-pag-

(STATE)

le

I
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KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX

90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

I

Keepsake Diamonds Available in Wooster at

WHITE'S JEWELRY STORE
i

Diamonds

-:-

Watches

-

215 East Liberty Street

Wooster, Ohio
Phone

262-796-
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